Letter of thanks from Switzerland – AMO 2004
Hi Olav
My husband and I very much wish to thank you for the marvelous courses
in Ilulissat. It was a real technical and also a physical
challenge. Simply great!!!! I cannot express suitably how much all of us
enjoyed our stay. We were deeply impressed by the high standard of
orienteering we met. This will not mean that we expected bigger problems
but each course was perfect in everything: no problems in organization,
no problems in calculating the running times, no posts at a wrong place
as it may happen. We really do acknowledge the big work you did.
When we came home we had the first pictures on the internet as well as
the results (sometimes we wait for weeks for this!). But like this I
could mail to all my friends your wonderful pictures and I am sure in
the future you will have more Swiss participants (we - that´s for sure will come back sooner or later).
Imagine everybody here in Switzerland thinks that it must have been very
cold in Greenland and we could show them the sunny pictures with blue
sky etc. During our absence it was raining here in Switzerland and it
was real bad weather....
And further I have a specific "thank you". Fully unexpected I won a
Tupilak on the Greenland Masterships. I like it very much and searched
on the internet for further information / details (which I
found without any difficulties). Now it stands on my nighttable as
remembrance. I am not so used in winning and therefore I am really happy
to have won this Tupilak. Thanks again.
Thanks you and your colleagues once more for everything (also for the
delicious dinner party and drum dancer, singers etc.)
With our best regards from Switzerland
Viktor and Heidi Näf

